EFFICIENT PARKING
ENFORCEMENT IN ADELAIDE WITH
NEDAP’S PARKING SENSORS
Recently Nedap’s SENSIT solution was installed in Hindmarsh, Adelaide. By integrating the parking sensors
in combination with the camera-based parking enforcement solution of eSMART 21, more efficient parking
enforcement is realized in this part of the city. The solution makes a great difference for local traders, who
can now find a parking spot easily.
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Five-month trial
To prevent vehicles from staying over the maximum parking
duration limit, eSMART 21’s system was installed for a fivemonth trial. It uses cameras to capture registration plates and
Nedap’s SENSIT to detect the parking duration of each
vehicle. During the trial, the number of detected parking
violations increased from 16 to 285 with the use of smart
parking sensors.
“SMART ePark really helped out the local traders,” says Mayor
Kirsten Alexander.

Higher parking profits
Within seven weeks of the system trial, parking turnover had
increased by 34% in the monitored spaces. Within five
months, the system has caught over 412 overstayers and City
of Charles Sturt has issued 285 fines after allowing a grace
period of 15 minutes. “I think it makes a difference because
people know they cannot get away with over staying the time
limit,” says Luke Charnstrom, Lady Daly Duty Manager.
“After testing multiple sensor technologies, we soon
discovered that the Nedap sensors are characterized by very
high accuracy, which is key to our enforcement application as
fines should only be issued based on accurate data of parking
occupancy detection. In addition, the data can also provide
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